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AGRICULTURAL HOLDING
Landlord seeking possession of land for use permitted by general development order  
— Whether order “approved by both Houses of Parliament”
Kirby v Baker & Metson Ltd Meade J 1 5133

ARBITRATION
Arbitrator accepting appointments in multiple arbitrations with one common party — Whether  
failure to disclose to other parties giving rise to justifiable doubts as to arbitrator’s impartiality
Halliburton Co v Chubb Bermuda Insurance Ltd (International Court of Arbitration  
of the International Chamber of Commerce intervening) SC(E) 3 1474

LIMITATION OF ACTION
Statute postponing commencement of limitation period where claimant seeking relief  
from consequences of mistake — Whether applying to mistakes of law as well as fact
Test Claimants in the FII Group Litigation v Revenue and Customs Comrs  
(formerly Inland Revenue Comrs) SC(E) 3 1369

MARRIAGE
Company assisting both parties in preparing divorce and financial remedy documentation 
 — Whether carrying on “reserved legal activity” without being entitled to do so
JK v MK (E-Negotiation Ltd intervening) Mostyn J 1 5091

PRACTICE
Application to set aside judgment entered in party’s absence — Proper approach to  
such application
Family Channel Ltd v Fatima (Riaz, third party) CA 1 5104

PRACTICE
Claimants applying for summary judgment on claim for declarations — Proper approach  
to such application
Abaidildinov v Amin Robin Vos  1 5120

REVENUE
Player placing bet using free voucher or non-negotiable chip given to him by casino  
— Whether staking “value, in money or money’s worth” so that gaming duty liability arising
London Clubs Management Ltd v Revenue and Customs Comrs SC(E) 1 5144
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Since they entered circulation in 1953, The Weekly Law  
Reports have provided the most up to date and  
comprehensive generalist coverage of law-changing  
judgments in England and Wales.

To address the increasing demand over recent years for wider  
and deeper coverage of case law, we have significantly  
expanded The Weekly Law Reports. 

As a user of The Weekly Law Reports, you will be famil-
iar with the existing three volumes. Volume 1 covers points 
of law of general interest and procedural matters. Volumes 2 
and 3 contain cases of greater significance which will subse-
quently appear (with the addition of a note of argument) in  
The Law Reports. 

Volume 4 of The Weekly Law Reports provides extended 
coverage of cases which we do not have room to report in  
the print edition but are nevertheless instructive and useful to 
practitioners and students alike. You can find them, along with 
those reported in Volumes 1 to 3, on ICLR Online.
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